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26 August 2014 

 

Dear Dr. Ahmed 

 

Welcome to Cambridge  

I am delighted to welcome you to Cambridge International Examinations as one of our Cambridge 
Associate Schools. You are now part of a learning community of over 9,000 Cambridge schools in 
more than 160 countries. 

We are the world’s largest provider of international education programmes and qualifications for  
5–19 year olds. We design programmes and qualifications that are flexible and easy to introduce and 
help learners become confident, responsible, innovative and engaged.  

As you know, a Cambridge Associate School works with us through another organisation known as a 
Cambridge Associate. Your Cambridge Associate SD001, British Council, Sudan will provide customer 
support for your school, answer any questions you might have and give you access to all the support 
and information you need to teach and administer our exams. Your point of contact will always be your 
Cambridge Associate so please remember to contact them in the first instance. 

Your Associate School number is SD015. Please quote this number in all communications with your 
Cambridge Associate.  

SD015 -  Cambridge International Schools has been approved to offer: 

• Cambridge Primary with Cambridge Primary Checkpoint 
• Cambridge ICT Starters 

 

• Cambridge IGCSE 
• Cambridge ICE 
• Cambridge AS/A Level 
• Cambridge AICE 
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• Cambridge O Level 
 

Online training for exams officers 

Our course 'Getting to know the Cambridge Exams Cycle' is a self-managed online training course for 
exams officers administering our exams. It is free of charge, flexible, easy-to-use and ideal for exams 
officers new to Cambridge. For more information, including how to access the course, visit the 'Help' 
section of our website. 

 

I wish every success to your first group of Cambridge learners and we look forward to working with 
you. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

Marion Tucker 

Head of Customer Support 

Cambridge International Examinations

 

 


